1) Adele and her cousins went to a museum. There, they counted 21 models of large animals and 45 models of small animals. What is the total number of models of animals Adele and her cousins counted?

_______________________________

2) Jonathan sells 50 gadgets, and Clark sells 83 gadgets. How many more gadgets does Clark sell than Jonathan?

_______________________________

3) A herd of 67 zebras joined a herd of 32 zebras. How many zebras are there in total?

_______________________________

4) Sam has a collection of 96 rare rocks. He gives away 24 rocks to a friend. How many rocks does Sam have left?

_______________________________

5) Joanne made 71 chocolate cakes and 18 vanilla cakes in one month. How many cakes of the two flavors did she make?

_______________________________
1) Adele and her cousins went to a museum. There, they counted 21 models of large animals and 45 models of small animals. What is the total number of models of animals Adele and her cousins counted?

66 models

2) Jonathan sells 50 gadgets, and Clark sells 83 gadgets. How many more gadgets does Clark sell than Jonathan?

33 gadgets

3) A herd of 67 zebras joined a herd of 32 zebras. How many zebras are there in total?

99 zebras

4) Sam has a collection of 96 rare rocks. He gives away 24 rocks to a friend. How many rocks does Sam have left?

72 rocks

5) Joanne made 71 chocolate cakes and 18 vanilla cakes in one month. How many cakes of the two flavors did she make?

89 cakes